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Pacific Plush Marine Carpet
200cm Slate
Now with FR rating
Marine grade heavy duty non slip polypropylene
carpet with a resin backing. UV resistant to withstand
harsh outdoor conditions. Suitable for use on boat
decks, pontoons, outdoor ramps and walkways as
well as indoor/ interior applications such as garages.
Tested to the ISO 9239.1:2010 Part 1 standard (FR)
and has passed.
CPPPSL

Stainless Steel
Eyelets and Washers
The perfect eyelet for marine and other outdoor uses.
Made from 316 marine grade stainless steel these
Carr fasteners eyelets are made to be durable and
long lasting. Washers are available in both plain and
spur tooth.
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Vinyl Headlining
A great range of quality vinyls to support our Denver GT
Specialised Automotive Range. Suitable as headlining
on both vehicles and yachts. Available in perforated, rib
and crater options.
HDV_ _

Plastic Coated
Harness Webbing 25mm
Black 50m rolls.
Narrower widths
also available.
WEWPC25BK

SP7 are available in packs of
200 or boxes of 500
CF5SP7/7A/7AS
SP9 are available in packs of
100 or boxes of 500
CF5SP9/9A/9AS

Don’t forget to follow us on facebook!
Reid & Twiname
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Screen Systems
The latest generation of vertical
awnings which allow you to
create protection from the
elements whilst enjoying the first
blooms of spring.
15% off normal book price for orders in September
Two fabric finishing options:
The Zip system - allows for a tighter screen finish
especially on larger screens or where clear PVC is used.
The new zip finishing system comprises of a 5 coil zip
which can be welded or sewn to the screen material. This
zip slides into a plastic extrusion channel that fits into
the screen side channel. The zip and channel have been
designed to work together to ensure smooth and taut
travel when the screen is raised or lowered.
The Bip system - patented by LLAZA - is a chain system
which is welded into a pocket ensuring that the fabric
stays in the side guides.
Both options use clippable guides so no screws or rivets
are visible.

R&T Revamp
To remain progressive, we are always altering our
inventory to align with industry trends and preferences.
This means that from time to time we can offer some
great deals on items that we will no longer reorder.
Check out some of the products below.

Velcor Zone Lining Fabric
Lama Grey 140cm 50m Roll
Non woven 100% polyester
400gsm 3mm thick. Suitable for
indoor use only. 100% recyclable.
Durable and hard wearing. Hook
and Loop compatible. Resistant to
fading. Will not fray. Flammability
AS/NZS 3837 1998 and AS
1530.3 1989. Suitable for luggage
compartments, transport linings
and partition barriers.
CPVZLLA
@$16.50 per metre.

Denver™ GT
Eucalyptus
1285mm 30m Roll
LCDGT128

10 Coil
Continuous Zip
100m White
ZCC10WT

Coverlight Fabric Black
90cm x 100m Roll

Delfast Staples 80 Series
Stainless Steel

Non woven spun
polypropylene. Used
as an economical
alternative to calico
or silesia. Suitable
for various furniture
industry uses eg
chair, settee bottoms.
50gsm.
CVCSP90

Available in 4,6,8,10 and 12mm
Ideal for use
in marine and
other outdoor
applications.
SP80SS_ _

*Specials are for the month of September 2020 and whilst stocks last. Prices are Trade and ex warehouses and are exclusive of GST.

